Stunned Gamecocks Face Wake Forest, Blue Devils

By JOHN LUTZIK
Sports Editor

Frank McGuire's surprising Gamecocks, reeling from crushing defeats administered by Wake Forest and North Carolina in a dramatic road trip, take to the airwaves tomorrow afternoon, attempting to rebound themselves against the Demon Deacons before a regional television audience.

Tip-off time for the game in USC's Field House is 2 p.m. The freshmen play Anderson Junior College immediately following the varsity game.

The Gamecocks looked like anything but giant-killers in their initial game of the season. They shot poorly in both games, couldn't establish enough ball-handling continuity, and took too many unnecessary shots. In short, they were a far cry from the team which walloped Duke in November, and so late as December, 28, famed South Carolina.

Wake Forest, USC's TV opponent tomorrow, has a rare early, and a fast, young team. Wakefield is the matching replacement for the great Bruce McKinney, who has stepped down for health reasons.

The most important new face is that of Paul Long, a transfer student from Louisville. By Long's trotting with veteran Bob Longen in a strong backcourt combination, is the ACC's No. 3 scorer, hitting for better than 30 per cent. Longen ranks No. 3 with 21.

In Wakefield's second season, Marshock includes the still-unknown Jim Bokhari (6-2), Paul Crotty (6-4), Chuck Poul (6-4), and Newton Scott (6-6).

The Gamecocks play another return engagement Monday night, journeying to Durham, N. C., to take on twin-bred Duke. Budle's charges will be looking for revenge for their 77-72 Carolina back in December, and should the Gamecocks pull off the upset, the outcome will not be disconcerting. Date has unexpectedly
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The most effective way to evaluate a company in terms of its potential for effective career growth is to examine its past record, its current status, and its prospects for the future together with the potential of the industry for the future. Boeing's career opportunity potentials for the future are relatively high, and the growth of the company in terms of its potential is relatively high.

The company's current status is that it is in a strong position on both the domestic and international fronts. The company's position is such that it can be said that it is well equipped to meet the competition and the challenges of the future.

The company's potential for growth is relatively high, and the company is in a strong position to meet the competition and the challenges of the future.
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